French 1 / 1 Adv
Year at a Glance (YAG)
First Semester

First 9 Weeks
Unit of study: introduction to French- Myself /
my family and basics
Students will :

Introduction to your French world
... be familiar with cognates and different sounds of
letters in the Alphabet
...discover benefits about learning a foreign language
...be introduced to a few facts about France for culture
purposes
Introducing myself
...be able to greet in French
...know how to introduce themselves in French
Friends and family: introducing others
...be able to introduce their immediate family
...be able to describe themselves and family members
with basic adjectives
Basics:
...be able to count up to 1000
...be able to name basic familiar objects and colors
...ask and tell the time/ date and day in French

Second Semester

Third 9 Weeks
Unit of study: Food and culture
Students will :

...learn about the different foods and eating habits of
the target culture and compare it to their own
...learn how to order basic foods and beverages in a
café or restaurant
...be able to ask for items’ prices
...know the local currency and pay for the bill
...be introduced to the Michelin Star system
Specific grammar component:
Je voudrais/ je veux with infinitive construction
expressions with TO HAVE
BOIRE verb
adverbs
question words

Specific grammar components:
feminine and masculine nouns and articles and
possessive adjectives
adjectives agreement
verbs TO BE and TO HAVE

Second 9 Weeks

Fourth 9 Weeks

Unit of study: my activities: rhythms of life
Students will :

Unit of study: My home and my neighborhood
Students will:

...be able to tell the weather in French
...talk about the activities they enjoy doing or that
they don't like
...link the activities they do with the different seasons
and how the weather impacts their daily routine

...be able to describe the inside of their home and
where they live
...be able to describe the different activities they do
in the different rooms of their home
...ask and give directions
...name and describe and locate different places of
interest in their neighborhood and city

Specific grammar components:
subject pronouns
ER verb conjugation
infinitive construction with I like
FAIRE verb and expressions

Specific grammar components:
verb ALLER
preposition à and its form
prepositions of location

Curriculum Resources/Activities Resources:
Published material: Classroom Voces 1 and 2 digital(Teachers’ discovery)
Google classroom
Grammar website from UT: La grammaire de l’absurde et français intéractif and TV 5

